We perform a systematic search for static solutions in different sectors of 5d N = 8 supergravities with compact and non-compact gauged R-symmetry groups, finding new and listing already known backgrounds. Due to the variety of possible gauge groups and resulting scalar potentials, the maximally symmetric vacua we encounter in these theories can be Minkowski, de Sitter, or anti-de Sitter. There exist BPS and non-BPS near-horizon geometries and full solutions with all these three types of asymptotics, corresponding to black holes, branes, strings, rings, and other black objects with more exotic horizon topologies, supported by U (1) and SU (2) charges. The asymptotically AdS 5 solutions also have a clear holographic interpretation as RG flows of field theories on D3 branes, wrapped on compact 2-and 3-manifolds.
Introduction
Maximal gauged supergravity in five dimensions is certainly a very complex and challenging theory. Understanding its spectrum of solutions has already led to important insights into quantum gravity and string theory, in particular via the AdS/CFT correspondence. Our goal in this paper is to systematize and extend the known static solutions, potentially providing new interesting gravitational systems that are yet to be understood, holographically or otherwise.
Although N = 8 was formulated back in 80's [1] [2] [3] , very few analytic solutions have been constructed explicitely in this theory [4] , since most of them are also solutions to the less supersymmetric truncations, which are more straightforward to approach [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Restricting to the N = 4 or N = 2 gauged supergravities however does not allow to explore the full space of vacua of N = 8, which can be extremely rich due to its large gauge group. The maximal compact gauge group of N = 8 is SO (6) and has a clear M-theory origin as a compactification on S 5 [19] . More generally there are versions of N = 8 with a gauge group SO(p, 6 − p) for any integer p [3] , as well as other smaller gauge groups that can be accomodated in maximal supergravity by the embedding tensor formalism [20] . In addition it is possible to explore many inequivalent sectors of the theory corresponding to the spontaneous breaking of SO (6) or SO(p, 6 − p) to any of its subgroups, leading to even larger spectrum of solutions.
Since AdS 5 is the maximally supersymmetric vacuum of the SO(6) gauged supergravity, some of the most interesting types of solutions we can look for in this theory are asymptotically AdS 5 black holes and their possible near horizon geometries. It is also possible to have black branes, black strings and black objects with other horizon topologies, all of which can be charged under either abelian or nonabelian subgroups of SO (6) . Many of these black objects are already known in the literature in different context and under different names, since they correspond to RG flows of D3 branes wrapped on compact surfaces [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Our search for static solutions however does not stop with AdS asymptotics as we also consider the noncompact gaugings. Some of those theories have dS 5 and Minkowski as maximally symmetric vacuum, suggesting the existence of asymptotically flat or dS black hole like solutions. Indeed we find classes of black holes and (st)rings that were previously not known to exist as solutions of gauged supergravity.
Many interesting results of our work concern attractors geometries for black objects. We find all possible solutions of this type and perform a careful analysis of their moduli space, highlighting the important subset of BPS attractors, which can always be connected to infinity with a numerical solution of the BPS equations. These solutions are particularly interesting for holographic applications since supersymmetry ensures that a number of physical quantities remain the same at weak and strong coupling. From a practical point of view this is often the key to the precise holographic description of gravitational systems.
Before describing in more detail the different solutions we have found, a more qualitative discussion about the type of black objects and attractors is in order. In 5d extremal static black objects can have two main types of near-horizon geometries, the direct product spacetimes AdS 3 × Σ 2 and AdS 2 × Σ 3 . Σ q is typically S q , R q , H q (or their quotients).
For asymptotically flat or de Sitter solutions, only the spherical topologies are allowed horizons, while asymptotically locally AdS 5 spacetimes admit solutions with all possible topologies for Σ q without exception.
Since the etymology of the black objects comes from their horizon topology, a large number of different names is generated. One can find a short dictionary between names and horizon topologies in table 1 1 2 . Alternatively, instead of using the black object ter-minology, one can think of the asymptotically AdS solutions as RG flows of D3 branes wrapped on Σ q . The asymptotic region then corresponds to the UV, while the horizon is the IR fixed point of the flow, where the field theory on the D3 brane becomes (super)conformal.
In this work we find background solutions, corresponding to all near-horizon geometries listed 3 in table 1 . In many cases we are also able to present the full black object solution that represents the flow between the near-horizon geometries and the asymptotic vacua. We look at several sectors of N = 8 theories with scalars, U (1) and SU (2) gauge fields, chosen such that they contain the most general type of static solutions in 5d supergravity.
As will be explained carefully in the next section, any other inequivalent choice of 5d supergravity theory will not lead to new types of static vacua. The variety of bosonic truncations we have allow us to embed in supergravity also some more exotic solutions found in Einstein-Yang-Mills-scalar theories, such as [31] [32] [33] [34] and others.
We exhaust all possible near-horizon geometries in the theories of consideration, extending already known partial results and finding new solutions. Concerning the full flows, our main results can be summarized concisely ordered by their asymptotics:
• AdS 5 -We present new nonabelian hyperbolic and topological black holes, supported by two SU (2) gauge fields, based on a metric ansatz similar to the one in [4, 32] . These solutions are non-BPS and are further extended to non-extremal solutions of arbitrary temperature, thus of potential interest for condensed matter applications.
• Mink 5 -We give black string solutions that are supersymmetric near the horizon (in gauged supergravity). From the point of view of ungauged supergravity these solutions are non-BPS with supersymmetric asymptotics. This opens up the possibility for existence of extremal non-BPS black rings with supersymmetric horizons, in analogy to non-BPS black holes in 4 dimensions [35] .
• dS 5 -We find the embedding of extremal and thermal black holes with both abelian and nonabelian charges. To our best knowledge these solutions represent the first arises from the global embedding of the near-horizon geometry in the full spacetime (black rings are also special in the fact that they exist only in flat space) [29] . One can then say that black strings have AdS 3 factors near their horizon, while for black rings the AdS is substituted by an extremal BTZ black hole. Locally there is no difference between the two and therefore equations of motion and BPS variations are blind to this distinction. 3 Note that we do not consider possible punctures of the internal space. Allowing for extra sources on particular points might allow for more general near-horizon geometries [30] .
black hole geometries in de Sitter that can be fully embedded in a supergravity theory.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss in detail the main aspects of N = 8 supergravity, concentrating on the scalar sectors and the allowed gaugings. Next, in section 3, we define the bosonic truncations we are interested in and present the relevant lagrangians and equations of motion. The black hole oriented reader can directly read this section and skip many of the group theory considerations needed for understanding of the supergravity explained in section 2. In section 4 we solve the equations of motion for attractor geometries of the form M 2 × M 3 with M 2 and M 3 maximally symmetric space(time)s or their quotients. This fully exhausts all near-horizon geometries of table 1. We find large classes of solutions and determine the subspaces in parameter space that lead to supersymmetry in section 5. In section 6 we briefly present full analytic black object solutions and comment on existing/possible numeric flows that generalize them.
We finish with a summary of the main results in section 7.
2 Maximal gauged supergravity in five dimensions
The ungauged theory
Historically N = 8 d = 5 gauged supergravity was first conjectured to arise from the maximally supersymmetric compactification of the chiral ten-dimensional supergravity on the five sphere. The massless spectrum coming from this compactification was analyzed and organized into a single "massless" N = 8 anti-de Sitter supermultiplet [36] [37], and later the goal of giving a complete lagrangian description was achieved in [1] . We will now briefly review what these authors did, starting from the maximal ungauged supergravity in five dimensions [38] and following a standard gauging procedure which had already been explored in four [39] and seven dimensions [40] .
In five dimensions the maximally extended supersymmetry algebra in Minkowsky space has the form:
where the indices a, b = 1, .., 8 run over the fundamental representation of the R-symmetry group U sp (8) , the group of symplectic rotations that leave the symplectic metric Ω invariant. Ω and its inverse Ω ab = −Ω ab are used to raise and lower U sp(8) indices as:
It is a well known fact that one cannot impose neither Weyl nor Mayorana conditions on a five dimensional spinor, however one can still choose symplectic Mayorana spinors:
All the fields of maximal supergravity in five dimensions belong to a single U sp(8) gravity supermultiplet, consisting of one graviton g µν , eight gravtini Ψ a µ , 27 vector fields A AB µ , 48 gaugini χ abc and 42 scalars V ab AB . Notice that the fermionic fields carry U sp(8) indices only: the eight gravitini transform in the fundamental representation, while the gaugini transform as a rank three anti-symmetric tensor satisfying a tracelessness condition with respect to the symplectic metric:
Besides U sp (8) , the full bosinic symmetry group of the ungauged theory also contains a global E 6 as U -duality group. The 27 vector fields transform in the fundamental representation of E 6 , which we describe as a rank 2 antisymmetric tensor A AB , with A, B = 1, ..., 8, satisfying a tracelessness condition:
The reason for this choice is that the fundamental representation of E 6 corresponds to a rank 2 antisymmetric traceless tensor of its subgroup U sp (8) . E 6 fundamental indices are raised and lowered by complex cojugation:
and the reality condition reads:
There are two possible ways of describing the scalar degrees of freedom, either as a group valued quantity or as an algebra-valued quantity. Since the 42 scalars parametrize the coset E 6 /U sp(8), they transform with left and right multiplication under E 6 and U sp (8) respectively. These transformation properties are made explicit if we choose to represent them as a group matrix, a 27 × 27 matrix V 
We introduced the inverse 27-beinṼ which belongs to the27 representation of E 6 , the dual of the 27. We do not report the full N = 8 E 6 × U sp(8) invariant lagrangian and its supersymmetry variations, which can be found in [38] , [3] .
Maximal compact and noncompact gaugings
Starting from the ungauged N = 8 supergravity it is possible to perform many compact and noncompact gaugings corresponding to different subgroups of the global symmetry E 6 [20] . There are 27 vector fields A AB in the fundamental of E 6 which can be used to perform the gauging with the following criterion: in order to get a maximal gauging, we look for the largest subgroup H ∈ E 6 such that its adjoint representation is contained in the 27 of E 6 . This subgroup can be SO(6) or any of its noncompact versions SO(N, 6−N ), under which the 27 of E 6 decomposes as: runs over the fundamental representation of SL (2), an extra residual global symmetry in the gauged theory 4 . In order to construct a gauge invariant lagrangian it is necessary to dualize the fields A Iα to rank-two tensor fields B Iα such that: * dA = dB.
The B-field describes the same number of degress of freedom, but it has no abelian gauge invariance and thus it can couple to the Yang-Mills fields A IJ . It also satisfies the following first order equation of motion: B = * dB. 4 The gauging procedure breaks the full global symmetry E 6 of the ungauged theory to its subgroup Moving to the scalar sector, we can apply the same decomposition to the 27-bein:
This also allows to assign U sp (8) indices to the Yang-Mills field strengths as:
The next step for constructing a U sp(8) × SO(N, 6 − N ) invariant lagrangian is the introduction of covariant derivatives. Given a field X aI transforming in the fundamental of U sp(8) × SO(N, 6 − N ) we have:
where Q and A correspond the U sp (8) and SO(N, 6 − N ) connnections respectively. The tensor (2.2) describing the scalar degrees of freedom as an algebra valued object is now defined through covariant derivatives as:
We do not report the full gauge invariant lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations which can be found in [3] . What is most interesting for discussing the space of vacua is that, after the gauging procedure, in order to restore invariance under supersymmetry it is necessary to introduce a scalar potential P of order g 2 in the lagrangian. The scalar potential is essentially what characterizes the different gaugings: it can admit AdS or dS vacua as extrema, while in some cases there are no extrema at all. All the possible compact and noncompact maximal gaugings with the corresponding extrema of the potentials are summarized in table 2.
For a given gauging SO(N, 6 − N ), the scalar potential has a different form in each H ⊂ SO(N, 6 − N ) invariant sector. Hence, also restricting to a given gauging, it is possible to explore many inequivalent sectors in the space of vacua, which makes it clear that we can produce a great variety of solutions.
Scalar potentials and symmetry breaking
As mentioned above, the fundamental object to describe the space of vacua of maximal gauged supergravity is the scalar potential. Given the highly nontrivial structure of the scalar manifold, which is described by the quotient E 6 /U sp (8) , the most general form of the scalar potential in each gauging is very complicated and requires a long discussion, which can be found in [3] . However for a given gauging we can select a subgroup H ⊂ SO(N, 6 − N ) and restrict with a consistent truncation to the sector of the scalar manifold that is H invariant. This leads to great simplifications and makes it possible to compute the scalar potential explicitely.
As first step we need to know how the 42 scalar degrees of freedom can be organized into representations of the gauge group SO(N, 6 − N ). We can start decomposing the adjoint representation of E 6 , which has dimension 78, noting that the 36 scalars corresponding to the compact generators of U sp(8) are unphysical and can be set to zero. The adjoint representation of E 6 decomposes under its maximal subgroup SL(6) × SL(2) as:
where 35 and 20 correspond to the adjoint of SL (6) and to a rank three antisymmetric tensor respectively, while 2 and 3 label the fundamental and the adjoint of SL(2). The first great simplification consists on restricting our attention to the first of these three sectors, namely we keep turned on only the 35 scalars that can be described as a 6 × 6 traceless matrix. This is an allowed choice since it turns out to lead to a consistent truncation. The 35 can be further decomposed into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts, containing 20 and 15 degrees of freedom respectively. Of course the 15 scalars correspond to the adjoint of SO (6) are thus unphysical, so we set them to zero. We are left with 20 scalars, but we can still use gauge invariance to gauge away 15 of them and diagonalize the 6 × 6 symmetric traceless matrix. Under these assumptions, the scalar sector is finally specified by 5 degrees of freedom which are collected into a single diagonal matrix Λ:
For generic values of λ i the gauge symmetry is completely broken on the vacuum, but there are special configurations such that part of the symmetry is restored. In particular in the following sections we will be interested in vacua that break the gauge symmetry to SO(3)× SO(3) or SO(4) × SO (2) . Notice that both these groups contain nonabelian factors, and thus allow for the possibility to explore solutions with gravity coupled to nonabelian gauge fields, which is of main interest here. Also notice that both these sunbgroups can be embedded into the compact SO(6) and also in two different noncompact gauge groups, SO(3, 3) and SO(4, 2) respectively. For both these subgroups there is only a single invariant scalar. In the SO(3) × SO(3) case the corresponding matrix is:
while the SO(4) × SO(2) invariant scalar is:
It is now much easier to compute the scalar potentials for a single degree of freedom, as shown in [3] , and the results are the following:
7)
where σ = {+1, −1} for the compact and noncompact gaugings respectively 5 .
It is easy to see that for σ = +1, namely for the SO(6) gauging, both the potentials have AdS 5 as extremum:
(2.9)
5 As we will explain later, the potential P 4,2 also describes a third possible truncation, corresponding to σ = 0. In this case the scalar potential is vanishing and we get a Mink 5 vacuum. This choice corresponds to the so called 4 0 theory in [5] .
Notice that this is the only value of λ such that the two matrices Λ 3,3 and Λ 4,2 are equal, while for any other value the solutions in these two sectors are inequivalent.
For σ = −1, which describes the SO(3, 3) and SO(4, 2) gaugings, we get a dS 5 extremum and no extrema respectively. For the dS vacuum we have:
As we already stressed in section 2.3, the advantage of looking for solutions in the full maximal supergravity lies in the many inequivalent sectors in the space of vacua, corresponding to H ⊂ SO(N, 6 − N ) invariant truncations of the maximal gauged theories, or in other words to the possible breaking of the full gauge group to different subgroups. In this paper we will consider SO(N ) × SO(6 − N ) invariant truncations and give them a lagrangian description. In each truncation there exist black hole like solutions with either abelian or nonabelian gauge fields turned on, together with a large number of product geometries that might correspond to near horizon geometries of static black holes.
The two most interesting truncations are SO(4)×SO(2) and SO(3)×SO(3), which can both be embedded in compact and noncompact gauge groups and both contain nonabelian factors. The choices SO(4) × SO(2) ⊂ SO(6) and SO(4) × SO(2) ⊂ SO(4, 2) correspond the so called N = 4 + and N = 4 − supersymmetric truncations constructed in [5] . On the other hand the SO(3) × SO(3) invariant truncations do not preserve supersymmetry, neither inside the SO(6) [4] gauging nor inside the SO(3, 3) gauging, but still can lead to a big variety of interesting non supersymmetric solutions. With an abuse of notation we will refer to those truncations as 3 + and 3 − , where σ = {+, −} denote the sign of the cosmlogical constant for the corresponding backgrounds 6 .
We will not consider the 2 + and 2 − truncations, corresponding to SO(2) 3 invariant sectors inside SO(6) or SO(4, 2), since they only allow for abelian solutions. The 2 + corresponds to the N = 2 supersymmetric truncation formulated in [41] , whose possible solutions were already explored in detail and are of the same type of the abelian solutions in the 4 + theory. Similarly the abelian solutions in the 2 − truncation correspond to those of the 4 − . We also do not consider the 5 + and 5 − truncations, which would lead 
to the same type of solutions as 4 + and 4 − but without the possibility of preserving supersymmetry.
Finally we will also consider the so called 4 0 theory, another possible supersymmetric truncation formulated in [5] , which corresponds to gauging only SO(2) ⊂ SO(4) × SO(2).
It can be thought of as truncation of a non-maximal gauging of N = 8 that can be realized by the embedding tensor formalism [20] . This gauging has a vanishing scalar potential, and consequently a Mink 5 (non-BPS) vacuum. The 4 0 theory is therefore similar to the 4d U (1) supergravities with vanishing scalar potential [35] -it has an interesting BPS spectrum, which we explore in the next section.
The main features of all the possible SO(N ) × SO(6 − N ) invariant truncations are summarized in table 3.
Effective lagrangian and equations of motion
We now give an effective lagrangian description to the SO(N ) × SO(6 − N ) invariant truncations of maximal gauged supergravity. For our purposes it is enough to consider only the bosonic part, neglecting the tensor fields B which can never be turned on if we look for fully SO(N ) × SO(6 − N ) invariant vacua. The strategy is simple -we start from the full lagrangian in [3] and set to zero all the fields that are not invariant under the action of the given subgroup, which leads to the following:
• We keep one single invariant scalar λ and compute the corresponding potential as explained in section 2.3 and corresponding kinetic terms.
• We set to zero all the tensor fields B, which are not invariant under the desired group.
• We turn on only the gauge fields that correspond to the generators of SO(N ) × SO(6 − N ) and compute the corresponding kinetic terms.
• We set all the fermions to zero.
These assumptions simplify dramatically the terms entering the full lagrangian, and after some work we get the following bosonic effective lagrangian:
where we defined:
2)
The scalar potentials are given in (2.7), and the field strenght F andF correspond to the N and 6 − N gauge directions respectively.
In the case of SO(4) × SO(2) we have defined:
3)
where I = {1, 2, 3}. The Yang Mills equations give the constraint:
which means that we only have SU (2) L ⊂ SO(4) gauge fields turned on, while the orthogonal SU (2) R gauge fields are vanishing.
In the case of SO(3) × SO(3) the gauge fields are:
4)
where I,Ĩ = {1, 2, 3}. We further have the constraint
Note that in principle we should add the Chern-Simons terms to the lagrangian, which are vanishing in the SO(3)×SO(3) case, and proportional to F ∧F ∧ã for SO(4)×SO(2). However we will ignore these terms since they are completely irrelevant for the type of solutions we will consider, as they can only be nonvanishing in the presence of both electric and magnetic fields together.
Starting from the lagrangian (3.1) we can derive the following equations of motion for bosonic backgrounds:
In the following sections we will be able to solve these equations in a large number of cases.
Attractor geometries
We look for solutions to the equations of motion (3.5) in the case of product geometries
, with constant scalars and gauge fields 7 . These type of solutions are very interesting as they correspond to near horizon geometries of black holes and black strings. In fact in principle any such attractor can be connected with a full black hole like solution to a suitable maximally symmetric vacuum at infinity 8 . However, as we will explain in section 6, full analytic solutions can only be found for a particular subclass of the listed attractors, due to the nontrivial form of the scalar potentials. Another interesting sublcass is given by supersymmetric attractors, which can be easily connected to a proper asymptotics with a numerical solution to the BPS equations.
Fields ansatz 4.1.1 Metric ansatz
We are interested in product geometries M
k , where K and k label the sign of the curvature of the external and internal space respectively. We choose the external space to be a maximally symmetric lorentzian d-manifold:
We express the metric in global coordinates as:
where the parameter L is the length of the external space.
We allow the internal space to be any maximally symmetric euclidean (5−d)-manifold: Σ
, with metric:
7 For completeness there also exist product geometry solutions M × Σ with vanishing gauge fields and vanishing scalar, corresponding to the case in which the internal and external manifolds have the same curvature, and the product is thus a five dimensional einstein space satisfying R µν = α g µν . In the 4 + and 3 + theories we can have both AdS 3 × H 2 and AdS 2 × H 3 with α = g 2 , while in the 3 − theory we can have either dS 3 × S 2 or dS 2 × S 3 with α = −g 2 /2.
In these cases the residual symmetry on the vacuum is enhanced to the full gauge group: SO(6) or SO(3, 3) respectively.
8 This is always true except for the attractor geometries in the 4 − theory, whose potential doesn't admit any maximally symmetric five manifold as extremum, as explained in 2.3
where the parameter R is the radius and:
In the case of R and H we can also compactify the internal space with a suitable quotient, which is described locally by the same metric 9 . Geometries of the type M 2 × Σ 3 are appropriate to describe Black Holes attractors, while M 3 × Σ 2 backgrounds correspond to Black Strings.
Gauge field ansatz
Given the ansatz for the metric there is a natural guess for a magnetic gauge field, which consists on setting it proportional to the spin connection ω on the internal space:
where p is the magnetic charge 10 . This ansatz comes from the so called twisting procedure, which allows to solve the Killing spinor variation in the BPS equations 11 .
In the case of electric field we have to remember that the Coulomb's law in five dimensions determines an r −2 scaling on the potential:
Notice that in the case of k = 0 the metric (4.2) describes R 5−d is spherical coordinates, which is appropriate to describe a black brane near horizon. If we wanted to describe a toroidal black hole or a toroidal black string the internal space would be T 5−d , in which case we need to use cartesian coordinates with periodic boundary conditions. 10 More precisely we choose the gauge field to be:
where k is the sign of the curvature on the internal space. Notice that for k = 0 the spin connection is pure gauge, so we can set it to zero with a proper gauge transformation. Then equation (4.5) does not fix the gauge field A anymore. In the case of R 2 it is possible to put a magnetic field strength, whose form is given in (4.9), while for R 3 we get a constraint on the Yang Mills charge to be zero, see (4.8).
The same works for T 2 and T 3 . 11 There exists in fact a standard way of solving Killing spinor equations in supersymmetric theories with extended R symmetry, which consists on choosing a constant spinor and setting its variation under local Lorentz transformations to be equal to its variation under R symmetry. In other words the spinor behaves as a scalar. This procedure was first introduced in [42] , and later applied to black holes in AdS space in [21] . This is all we need to know to determine the field strengths in the following three cases:
• Nonabelian Magnetic Field: In order to support a nonabelian gauge field an internal space of dimension three is needed, since we want an SO(3) spin connection. Solutions with nonabelian gauge field can thus describe black holes with various topologies. We can solve the twisting condition (4.4) explicitely using the metric ansatz (4.2), and we get the following form for the field strength:
where ε IJL are the SO(3) structure constants and e I are the vielbein on the internal space. The Yang Mills charge is quantized:
Notice that the nonabelian charge vanishes for k = 0, namely a flat three manifld does not support a nonabelian field strength.
We now can ask which amount of gauge symmetry is preserved by the ansatz 4.7.
In the 4 σ truncations we can only turn on a single nonabelian gauge field, say SU (2) L , while the abelian gauge field corresponding to the extra SO(2) vanishes. The residual gauge symmetry is thus SU (2) L × SO(2). In the case of 3 σ truncations we can instead have two nonvanishing Yang Mills gauge fields, which turn to be equal since both p andp are quantized in the same way. This leads to a full SO(3)×SO(3) invariance.
• Abelian Magnetic Field: It is the type of gauge field which is needed to describe a Black String, as it can be supported by an internal space of dimension two. In this case the field strength turns out to be proportional to the volume form:
A crucial point is that the abelian charge is not quantized, unlike the nonabelian one. Due to this feature the Black String Attractors will come in two parameter families, while the nonabelian attractors are isolated points. Also notice that a nonvanishing abelian field strength can be supported also by a flat internal space, unlike the nonabelian case.
It is important to stress that the abelian anzatz 4.9 partially breaks the gauge symmetry to U (1) L × SO(2) in the 4 σ truncations, and to SO(2) × SO(2) in the 3 σ truncations.
• Electric Field: In this case it is natural to choose a three dimensional internal space, which in five dimensions corresponds to a black hole horizon. From the Coulomb's law (4.6) we derive the electric field strength to be:
where the abelian electric charge Q is also not quantized, and again the gauge symmetry is partially broken. If we look for attractor geometries we can replace the radial coordinate r with the horizon radius R in the ansatz.
Attractor solutions
We now plug our ansatz for attractor solutions in the equations of motion (3.5). The spacetime symmetries require the scalar λ to be a constant:
The equations of motion then reduce to three algebraic equations: one scalar equation of motion plus two Einstein equations, one for the internal and one for the external directions. For nonabelian attractors there are three variables: the horizon radius R, the length of the external space L and the scalar c, while the Yang Mills chargesp and p are fixed by the quantization condition. In the case of abelian attractors the charges are not quantized and the equations depend on all five variables, so that attractor geometries come in two parameter families. We now list all possible solutions, organized in nonabelian attractors, black string attractors and black hole attractors, accordingly to the type of gauge field which is turned on.
Nonabelian attractors
As we already stressed, the nonabelian charges are necessarily quantized (4.8), which implies that there are no free parameters in the equations and the solutions are isolated points. Also, it turns out that nonabelian attractors are only possible for compact gaugings. The results are summarized in the table 4.
As we shall see, in the 4 + theory the AdS 2 × H 3 attractor is also supersymmetric, and the corresponding values for the background parameters are: 
The attractors in the 3 + theory are instead non supersymmetric, and the near horizon values of the parameters are:
Black string attractors
Abelian solutions come in two parameter families, since the gauge coupling constants are not quantized. We choose to express (p,p, L) as functions of (R, c) which are kept as free parameters. We are then able to express all the possible black string attractor geometries in a compact form. For the 4 σ truncations the solutions are given by:
where the quantities (K, k) were defined in section 4.1 to be the sign of the curvatures of the external and internal space respectively, and σ = (+1, −1, 0) for the (4
gaugings respectively. In the 3 σ truncations we get:
The admissible solutions to the systems (4.14) and (4.15) are summarized in 
we have a two dimensional moduli space 12 . As we already mentioned there are two interesting subsets of solutions in the moduli space, which we will analyze later on: those that can be connected to infinity with a full analytic solution and those that are BPS.
Black hole attractors
The solutions in the 4 σ truncations are given by: 16) while for the 3 σ truncations we get: 
The admissible solutions to (4.16) and (4.17) are summarized in table 6.
Black hole attractor geometries also come in two dimensional moduli spaces, with special subsets corresponding to near horizons of full analytic solutions. No supersymmetry is ever preserved by this type of solutions.
Supersymmetric attractors and RG flows
In this section we want to highlight an important region in the moduli space of attractor geometries, the subset of BPS attractors. These are in fact the most interesting type of near horizons in the context of holographic RG flows and black hole entropy counting, since supersymmetry allows for precision tests and applications of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Some of the BPS black hole and string solutions that we comment on in subsection 5.3, together with other similar BPS RG flows between AdS vacua [43] have already proven very useful for the understanding of the behavior of supersymmetric field theories. It would be equally interesting to use the dual field theories at the BPS attractors that we present in order to account for the macroscopic entropy of the various black objects.
BPS Attractors
As we already pointed out, the 3 σ truncations do not preserve supersymmetry, so we can restrict ourselves to 4 σ truncations. These are equivalent to the N = 4 supersymmetric theories formulated in [5] which have SO(5) as R symmetry group, out of which the SO(3) × SO(2) maximal subgroup is gauged.
It is much simpler to directly use the BPS variations in the N = 4 language 13 which, after setting to zero all the fermions and the tensor fields, reduce to:
The covariant derivative acts on the Killing spinor as:
where the gamma matrices Γ I and Γ 45 correspond to the SO(3) and SO(2) gauged subgroups inside SO(5).
After plugging our ansatz for attractor geometries into the BPS variations, these collapse to three independent equations. We can now identify which subset of the solutions we found in section 3 preserve some supersymmetry, restricting our attention to the case of magnetic backgrounds, since static solutions with electric field turned are never BPS. We make use of the standard twisting technique to solve the Killing spinor equation ∇ = 0 on the internal space, namely we choose a constant spinor and set its variation under gauge transformation to be equal to its variation under local Lorentz transformation. In other words we can set the gauge field to be proportional to the spin connection, as defined in (4.5), and then impose a suitable projection on the Killing spinor which is needed to identify spacetime indices with gauge indices. 13 The matching between the two theories N = 4 and N = 8 works out after the following redefinitions:
Actually one can start from the BPS equations in maximal gauged supergravity which are given in [3] , which however are way more complicated and require computing many non trivial tensors. After restricting to the SO(4) × SO(2) invariant sector with the ansatz given in section 4.1 and after imposing suitable projections on the Killing spinor, all the gaugino variations δχ abc collapse to a single equation which is equivalent to the gaugino equation in [5] .
Nonabelian BPS black hole attractors can be obtained after imposing the following two projections: The range of possible BPS black string attractors is much broader. The following two projections are required 14 :
together with the quantization condition:
This is the extra condition to be added to the three coming from the BPS variations, which selects a one dimensional subspace inside the moduli space of AdS 3 × Σ 2 k black string attractors. This subspace is determined by: 10) where the horizon radius is fixed in terms of the magnetic charge as:
(5.11) 14 We wrote the Killing spinor projections (5.5) and (5.8) in the N = 4 index notation, while in the N = 8 language we need to impose different projections. In the case of nonabelian attractors the required projections are: 6) while in the abelian case we require:
Notice that in both the cases in N = 8 theory we need to impose one extra projection, which means that these solutions preserve the same amount of supersymmetry in the N = 8 and N = 4 theories, namely four supercharges.
Since we had to impose two projections 5.8 on the Killing spinor, the amount of preserved supersymmetry is 1/4, corresponding to 4 supercharges.
For completeness there also exists a single Mink 3 × S 2 background which is also BPS in the 4 − theory for the following values of the parameters:
However we cannot refer to this background as attractor, since the 4 − theory doesn't have any maximally symmetric vacuum to interpolate with at infinity.
To conclude this section we want to stress that the black string attractor solutions to the equations of motion (4.14) reduce to the solutions to the BPS equations after imposing the quantization condition (5.9). Also notice that, being the BPS equations linear in the fields, we lost the Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry acting on the signs of the magnetic charge, namely the BPS equations fix the sign of the magnetic charge.
Moduli space of black string attractors
It is interesting to analyze in detail the moduli space of attractor geometries, expecially in the case where there are regions with enhanced supersymmetry. We consider black string attractor geometries of the type AdS 3 × Σ 2 k , and compare their moduli space in the three inequivalent N = 4 theories, together with the moduli space of the ungauged theory.
We decide to invert the equations (4.14) in favour of the magnetic charges, and plot the moduli space in the (p,p) plane, where it looks particularly enlightning.
This type of geometry exists in all the three theories, for different ranges of the parameters. In the 4 + case the equations of motion can be solved in any point of the plane, except for the the axis p = 0,p = 0. In other words we necessarily need both the gauge filds to be tuned on. The BPS equations can instead be solved when the two magnetic charges have opposite sign, in particular we get the constraint:
In the 4 − theory the equations of motion admit a solution forp = 0, so we have the possibility to switch on a single gauge filed. We can still have supersymmetry when the two magnetic charges have opposite sign, but the allowed range for the parameters is much smaller and correspond to the rectangle:
It is somehow expected that supersymmetry be harder to get for a non compact gauging. Finally in the case of 4 0 the allowed range is:
However in this case we have a Minkowski vacuum at infinity, then we can really consider g as a free parameter, since it is not needed to fix the length L 5 . The constraint (5.18) can thus be rewritten as:
Notice that in this case the equations of motion can be solved if both the gauge fields are turned on, namely p = 0p = 0, while the BPS equations select one half of the region where the two magnetic charges have opposite sign. Also notice that in the ungauged theory the BPS equations select the complementary region in the moduli space, namely there we have the constraint pp > 0. This is in exact analogy with the BPS and almost-BPS black hole horizons in 4d ungauged supergravity [44, 45] . Also there the two sectors are related by flipping signs for the charges and the "almost-BPS" horizons are supersymmetric in gauged supergravity with vanishing scalar potential [35] . 
Holographic RG flows
We already hinted at the possibility of connecting the AdS d × Σ 5−d attractors to AdS 5 at infinity with a numerical solution of the BPS equations. This leads to one of the most interesting applications of black hole in gauged supergravity to AdS/CFT correspondence, since it suggets the existence of a holographic RG flow between a conformal field theory in four dimensions in the UV and a one or two dimensional one in the IR.
The interpolating solution for the AdS 2 × H 3 nonabelian attractor has already been constructed in [22, 23] , so we focus on black strings. A proper ansatz for the metric of a full black string solution is the following:
where we allowed all the unknown functions to depend on the radial coordinate only, and we also allow for running scalars λ(r). Since we want to interpolate between AdS 3 × Σ 2 and AdS 5 we have to impose proper boundary conditions, which at the horizon are: 20) corresponding to AdS 3 in Poincare' coordinates with length L. At infinity we impose: 21) which means that the solution is asymptotically locally AdS 5 in global coordinates, with L 5 = 2/g. Like we did for BPS attractors, we first solve the Killing spinor equation on the internal space with the ansatz for the gauge field, but different projections are needed to get a full black string solution 15 :
These are three projections, so the full solutions preserve only two supercharges, while there is enhancement to four supercharges at the horizon. Once we impose these projections the BPS equations 5.2 reduce to a coupled system of three first order differential 15 The corresponding projections for full black string solutions in the N = 8 language are: 23) equations in the radial coordinate: 27) plus an equation that determines the Killing Spinor to be: 28) where 0 is a constant spinor. It is now possible to interpolate between the two desired backgrounds with a numerical solution to the equations 5.25, and the result is a one dimensional family of BPS black strings. These solutions can be embedded in the numerical solutions constructed in [28] for the N = 2 theory, whose potential reduce to the 4 + potential after identifying the two scalars
Reference [28] also provides a clear description of the dual two-dimensional field theory in the IR, i.e. on the horizon of the black strings. Put in the context of our present findings, this opens up an interesting possibility. In the previous section we saw that the BPS attractor geometry AdS 3 ×S 2 exists both in 4 + and in 4 0 with the same amount and type of supersymmetry. It would therefore not be surprising if the dual CFT 2 in [28] is also relevant for black strings in Minkowski.
Full analytic solutions
In section 4 we presented a list of possible attractor geometries in maximal gauged supergravity, and in section 5 we focused on the subclass of BPS attractors, which can be 16 In the N = 8 language the N = 2 theory is derived as an SO (2)×SO (2)×SO (2) invariant truncation, whose scalar sector is described by two degrees of freedom collactable in the diaginal matrix:
which for λ 1 = λ 2 = λ is the same matrix we used to describe the scalar sector SO(4) × SO(2) invariant truncation in section 2.3.
connected numerically to infinity with a full supersymmetric solution. In this section we will consider a second important subset of near horizon geometries, namely those that can be connected to infinity with a full analytic solution with constant scalars.
It is very easy to derive the condition that determines this subset in the case of AdS 5 and dS 5 asymptotics, where the vev of the scalar is fixed by its value at infinity:
Once we impose this condition the scalar equations of motion are satisfied only if two gauge fields are turned on, with the two charges related by:
in the case of magnetic solutions, or the analogue relations for electric solutions.
If we instead look for asymtotically flat solutions with constant scalar in the 4 0 theory, the scalar equation of motion gives one single constraint: 4) in the case of magnetic solutions, or the analogue relation for the electric ones.
We now give a list of all possible analytic solutions with constant scalar, organized accordingly to their asymptotics.
in AdS 5
Full analytic solutions of this type can exist in the 3 + and 4 + truncations, which both have AdS 5 as maximally symmetric background. The following black hole solutions also have the interpretation of holographic RG flows.
• Nonabelian Black Holes Full analytic nonabelian solutions can be found only in the 3 + theory, where two nonabelian gauge fields can be turned on. We start from the following ansatz: 5) and plug it into the equations of motion (3.5). We get a solution for: 6) where the mass parameter M is free, while the length of AdS 5 is fixed:
For a generic value of M we have distinct horizons, while in the extremal case M is fixed and we get an AdS 2 × Σ k 3 geometry with background values for the parameters given by (4.13). The solution with spherical horizon k = 1 was already presented in [4, 32] , while for k = −1 we get a new solution corresponding to a nonabelian topological black hole. In the case of flat horizon k = 0 we also get a family of solutions which are Schwarzschild like black branes, since the field strength vanishes accordingly to the quantization of the Yang Mills charge (4.8).
• Black Strings
Full analytic black string solutions are very rare. In fact, even though we were able to produce a large variety of black string attractors which are listed in section 4.2, there exist only a single special case in which the near horizon geometry can be connected analytically to infinity. We start from the following ansatz: 8) and plug it into the equations of motion (3.5). In both the 4 + and 3 + truncations we get a solution for: 9) where the AdS 5 length is fixed to:
The abelian charge gets quantized differently in the two truncations:
Notice that for k = 0 we have vanishing magnetic charge and the metric becomes locally AdS 5 . For k = 1 we get a naked singularity, which is BPS in the 4 + case if both p andp are negative, and correspond to the solution in the N = 2 theory given in [8] . Finally for k = −1 we get an extremal black string with a double horizon at r = L 5 / √ 3. This solution is also BPS in the 4 + theory if both the magnetic charges are negative, and corresponds to the topological black string found in [9] for the N = 2 theory. The near horizon geometry of this solution is AdS 3 × H 2 , which correspond to a single point in the two dimensional parameter space of attractor geometries given in (4.14) and (4.15).
• Black Holes Full analytic solutions of this type can be found in both the 4 + and 3 + truncations, with two abelian gauge fields turned on. Of course these solutions cannot be supersymmetric, as they correspond to the usual electrically charged Reissner-Nordström black holes in AdS 17 , rewritten in the language of maximal gauged supergravity.
We start with the following ansatz: 12) and plug it into th equations of motion (3.5). In the 4 + case we get a solution for:
while 3 + we get a slightly different expression: 14) where the parameters M and Q are free, while the length of AdS 5 is determined to be:
In the extremal case we can fix both M and Q in terms of the horizon radius R.
We get an AdS 3 × Σ 2 k geometry, whose background parameters are described by the solutions (4.16) (4.17) for c = 1, K = −1, σ = 1.
in Mink 5
Asymptotically flat solutions can only exist in the special 4 0 theory which has a vanishing scalar potential. Being the bosonic lagrangian of 4 0 the same as the ungauged supergravity, the two theories have the same spectrum of solutions, but different BPS sectors, as 17 The supersymmetric limit of RN-AdS spacetimes is always a naked singularity, and the extremality bound is above the BPS one, therefore none of the regular RN-AdS black holes is supersymmetric.
we showed in the previous section. Indeed we find a two parameter family of black strings that are BPS only at the horizon.
• Black Strings We start from the following ansatz: 16) where the function V has the form:
We get a two parameter family of solutions. For ease of comparison with (4.14) we keep the internal radius R and the scalar c are free parameters, while the magnetic charge is determined to be:
Observe that the metric (6.16) already describes the extremal case with two coincident horizons at r = R. In the near horizon limit we get a 2 parameters family of backgrounds with geometry AdS 3 × S 2 , which is precisely the full 2 dimensional moduli space we got in (4.14) for σ = 0,
Half of the near-horizon regions correspond to fully BPS solutions in the ungauged theory and the other half are half-BPS in the gauged theory. The full solutions are always non-BPS in gauged 4 0 theory, but correspond to BPS and almost-BPS solutions from the point of view of ungauged supergravity, as already discussed in the previous section.
• Black Holes Of course in the 4 0 theory we can also have static asymptotically flat black holes charged under an electric field, i.e.' the usual RN black holes in 5d, and those are non supersymetric in the gauged theory 18 . We start with the following ansatz: where M and Q are free. In the extremal case we can fix M and Q in terms of the horizon radius R, to get a one parameter family of exact backgrounds AdS 2 × S 3 , which can be obtained from (4.16) for K = −1, k = 1, σ = 0.
18 As well known, RN black holes are BPS in the extremal limit in ungauged supergravity when g = 0.
in dS 5
Solutions with dS 5 asymptotics can only exist in the 3 − theory and none of these can be supersymmetric. These solutions are nevertheless interesting, as they are amongst the very few dS solutions that exist in supergravity. Also, in this section we describe a very peculiar phenomenon for near horizon geometries of black holes in de Sitter space: they can be collected into a one parameter family of attractors M 2 × S 3 , where M 2 can be AdS 2 , Mink 2 or dS 2 as the parameter changes.
• Nonabelian Black Holes Full analytic solutions can be found when both the nonabelian gauge fields are turned on. We start from the following ansatz: 21) and plug it into th equations of motion (3.5). We get a solution for:
The length of dS 5 is fixed: 23) so the only free parameter is the mass M . The function V (r) has a single horizon, the cosmlogical one, so what we found is a one parameter family of nonabelian naked singularities in de Sitter space.
• Black Holes A proper ansatz for black holes in e Sitter space is given by:
We can solve the equations of motion for: 25) where the parameters M and Q are free, while the length of dS 5 is fixed: where we the cosmological horizon and the double horizon coincide, namely we get a triple horizon. The resulting near horizon geometry is Mink 2 × S 3 , as for a triple horizon also the second derivative of the potential vanishes V [R] = 0 and hence the Ricci tensor R µν vanishes at r = R.
Summary
In this paper we scanned for static solutions in a set of maximal gauged supergravities in five dimensions with compact and non compact gaugings. For this purpose we introduced varius truncations of the full spectrum, whose scalar potentials admit either AdS 5 , Mink 5 or dS 5 as maximally symmetric vacuum. We listed all possible attractor geometries for abelian and nonabelian black holes, strings, and rings. These backgrounds often come in two parameter families and in there should exist a black hole like solution connecting each point in the moduli space to an appropriate asymptotic at infinity.
We analyzed the special points in the moduli space that can be connected to infinity with analytic solutions with constant scalars, and we summarize them in table 7. Apart from the full analytic solution for black strings in de Sitter space, all the other possibilies have been covered.
A special sector in the moduli space is given by the BPS near horizon geometries, which were also listed exhaustively. It is possible to find a numerical solution to the BPS equations connecting these types of backgrounds to either AdS 5 or Mink 5 in the 4 + and 4 0 theories respectively. Interpolating BPS solutions of this type have been constructed 5 6.3
in [22, 23] for non abelian black holes, and in [28] for black strings in the less supersymmetric N = 2 truncation. We expect that all other non-BPS near horizon geometries can be connected numerically to an appropriate asymptotic at infinity through the equations of motion (3.5), for an ansatz with running scalars.
